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Gathering on the Green
It was about 10:30 on Tuesday night, Sept II. Dean for Student Affairs Paul Blezien was out walking his
dog when he heard some noise commg from the Northwestern campus. As he walked up Albany Ave., he saw a
couple hundred students gathered on the lawn m front of the chapel to pray for our nation and the world.
On Monday mght, Sept 24, about 200 students gathered again, this ume to hear Northwesterns international students talk about their reactions to the tragedy that had taken place not quite two weeks earlier
As I look back now on our campus communuys mitial response to the terrorist acts that have so changed
our world, these two events stand out. There were several other important experiences for our students, faculty
Dr 8me Murphy
and staff-informative classroom discussions, mtense personal conversanons, thought-provoking e-mail
President
exchanges, healing chapel services, and two very helpful campus-wide meetings with Middle East experts, Still, it
was the late-night Sept. II gathering and the session with our international students that J will most remember
One reason ts that both events were prompted and led by students. On Sept. 11 the students gathered
spontaneously sensmg a need not only to pray bur also to be together The seSSIOntwo weeks later was planned by a group of students
who were curious abour worldwide reaction to the tragedy and who were concerned that international students might feel unusual tension. How gratifyrng it was, as we all mourned, to see our young men and women react so responsibly
A second reason these events are memorable is that they remind me of the two-sided response our God calls us to in tunes of crisis-to cry out to Him in prayer and to reach out to our neighbor in love. Like people everywhere, we on campus were stunned, saddened and angered by the events of Sept. II. And like people everywhere, in the days and weeks that followed, we too have sought to
increase our understanding of islam, Afghanistan, U.S foreign policy and just war theory Indeed, as a liberal arts college we have
responded to this educational challenge with vigor But the question emerges for all of us: What anchors our feelings as we seek Justice;
what gives direction to our learning as we pursue the war) At NWC the answer ISour Lords great commandment-to
love God with all
your heart, soul, mind and strength, and to love your neighbor as yourself

Northwestern initiates new
actuarial science major

Student
called to
active duty

Northwestern's math and busmess departments have implemented a new actuarial science
major that will be available to current and incoming students immediately The degree addition is in
response to the increased number of students interested in actuanal SCIence.
NWC will seek official recognition for the program by the Casualty Actuarial Society and the
Society of Actuaries. Offenng the new major. will alter the current math and business curriculums
little.
"Several recent math majors have found JObs as actuarial trainees and are doing quue well,"
wrote the faculty authors of the proposal for the new major 'The success of these students convinces us that we already have most of the pieces for an artuarial program on this campus."
The interdisciplinary major consists of a COl~of mathematics classes, totaling 34 credits, along with 20
required course credits m busmess and economics. The one course that WIllbe added to the curriculum 'viti
be a second semester course in probability and statistics.

jody Habinck, a senior
history and religion major from
Moorhead, Iowa, was activated
by the 185th Fighter Wing of
the Iowa Air National Guard
on Oct. 1. A member of the
units security forces, he was
stationed for 17 days in Turkey
and now is working on alert
full time at the SIOUXCIty base.
The husband of Becea
(Bruegger '00) will be on active
duty for at least a year
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Campusnews

Largest gift in NWC
history funds scholarships
By the end of December,
Northwestern will have
received a total of more than
$2,1 million from the estate of
Margaret Surbeck. The
bequest is the largest gIft in
school his.ory
The majority of the funds
will be used to endow the
Nonnan Vincent Peale
Scholarslup, which Surbeck
and her husband, Homer,
established in 1984 and funded on an annual basis,
Northwesrerns most prestigious scholarship, the Peale is
awarded to eight incoming
freshmen each year on the
basis of academic abilities,
Christian commitment and
leadership skills followmg an
on-campus competition. Next
year's Peale Scholars will
receive $9,500 annually
"Its only fitting that a
good portion of this estate gift
will be used to conunue the
Peale Scholarships for perpetuity, because of the close relationships the Sur becks had
with the Peale family," said
Cornie Wassmk, director of
planned giving, "The Peale
Scholars program has played a

SIgnificant role in our ability to
recruit the best and the brightest of each year's high school
class-students who make a
great contribution to our campus
Homer Surbeck, a native
ofjasper, Minn. was branded
a slow learner but went on to
earn an engineering degree at
South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology, finishing first
in his class He graduated
from Yale Law School and
clerked for Supreme Court
Chief Justice William Howard
Taft In a 50-year career as a
Wall Street lawyer, Surbeck
was recognized as one of the
nations leading experts on
antitrust law.

Early m his career, realizing how he had benefited from
receiving a scholarship to
attend law school, Surbeck
established a standard of livmg
from which he never deviated
and then used the increases in
his income to help meet the
needs of others, HIS many
philanthropic interests included Yale Law School, where he
established an endowed professorship,

A leader at Marble
Collegiate Church in New York
City and close fnend of its pastor, Dr Peale, Surbeck became
involved with Northwestern in
the 1970s through his churchs
funding of NWC scholarships
An avid supporter of Christian
higher education, he and his
wife eventually establrshed five
dIfferent NWC scholarships, in
addition to scholarships at
more than 15 other schools,
Author of The Success
FOl'mula T/wl Really WOlks,
Surbeck received an honorary
Doctor of Humanitanan
Services degree from NWC m
1980. He died in 1997, and
his wife, a Stanford University
graduate who once was invited
to audition for the
Metropolitan Opera, died in
January of 2000.

$5 million raised for theatre
Just over a year after fund raising began for Northwesterns new
theatre arts center, $5 million of the $9 million goal has been raised.
"We are pleased with the progress to date of pledges and gifts
received," said John Greller, vice presideru for development, "It is
unprecedented for us to raise that amount of money for a capital
project in such a short period of time, Our constituency has been
steppmg up m support, but we have a long way to go."
The development office is planning at least six regional fundraismg dinners for 2002, Alumni and friends in other geographic
areas also will be given the opportunity to respond through a
direct-mail campaign,
The Board ofT rustees anticipates letting brels on the project
when about 80 percent of the goal is pledged. Officials hope that

construction could begin next summer.
The project will be an adaptation and expansion of the
Auditorium, The building will consolidate all aspects of the nationally-respected theatre department, which currently uses three different facilities, in a highly-\isible campus locanon, the comer of
Highway 10 and Albany Ave.
The 52,OOO-square foot facility will mclude two theatres: a
traditional proscenium-style theatre WIth fixed seating and a stage at
the end, and a convertible black box theatre allOWIngfor a variety
of production styles, The bUIlding also will include a costume
shop, design studio, scene shop, faculty offices, orchestra pit, classroom, dressing and makeup rooms, storage for props, box office,
clock tower and substantial lobby
3 ...
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Faculty/staff news
Dr. Keith Fynaardt, English, has been appointed to the
Northwestern College Endowed Prolessorsh.p for a five-year
term. The endowed chair provides annuaf funds to support the
recipients scholarly work It is awarded to committed Christians
who are outstanding teachers; are recognized for scholarly and
leadership contributions to their disciplines; have provided exemplary service to their department, NWC and the larger community; and have demonstrated a commitment to the colleges mission.
Fynaardt, who joined the faculty m 1995, has created a specialty
in contemporary MIdwestern agnculturalliterature. His article,
'The Farm and the Future," was published in the
August/September issue of Perspectives: AJoumalofReformed
Thought
Four members of the education faculty gave presentations at
the Heartland Christian Educators' Convention m October in
SIOUXCenter. laura Heitritter presented "Playing with
SoundslPhonemic Awareness for Young Children." lila
Sybesma's sectional involved integranng faith and learning in the
early childhood curriculum Dr. Barb Top presented "Incidences
of Autism Increasing Dramatically," which included information
on Aspergers Syndrome. Dr. Ed Starkenburg presented a thematic unit to help children see maths connections to life.
Dr. James Mead, religion, presented a paper at the annual
meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature in November m
Denver. HIS paper addresses the role of the prophet Elisha in 1
and 11 Kings.
Dr. Stephen Appiah-Padi, director of
international programs, spoke at the regional
conference of NAFSA Association of
lnternalional Educators in Minneapolis m
November. HIS paper was entitled "It's
International Students Day ... Yeah, But Who
Cares: Using Commemorative Occasions to
Foster Cross-Cultural Understanding on
Dr Stephen
Campus."
Appiah-Padi

Dr. Paul Bartlett, physical education, was the chapel speaker at the Iowa Wrestling Coaches and Officials Fall Convention in
Des Moines in October
Russ Verburg, phySICS,was named the 2001 Science Day
Teacher at Augustana College in Sioux Falls Verburg, who also
teaches chemistry and physics at Boyden-Hull High School,
received the award in October after being nominated by a former
student.
Mike Avery, business, spoke at the 17th International
Logistics Congress in Thessalonica, Greece, in October He presented a paper entitled "Global Markets Trade Sustainability: A
Logistics Perspective." He also had an article, "Supply Chain
Management in Sub-Saharan Africa and Pacific Rim Asia," pnnted
in The Voyagei', the publication of Translog International, a nonprofit organization dealing with transportation and logistics
issues.
Cornie Wassink, director of planned giving, gave a fivehour presentation on "Basic Planned Giving" at the Mid-Iowa
Planned Giving Conference in Des Moines in October.
Dr. Ann lundberg, Englrsh, spoke on 'The Semiotics of
Native American Rock Art" at the Western American Literature
Conference in Omaha in October She also had an article. 'John
Muir and Yosemites 'Castaway Book': The Troubling Geology of
Native America," published in the spring issue of Western
American Lilerature.
Dr. Ed Starkenburg, education, was among 30 individuals
trained in August by the Iowa Department of Education to evaluate education programs on behalf of the state. He is on evaluation teams for Wartburg College and Graceland University this
year.
Drjames Bultman, president from 1985-99, was honored
m October as one of three Distinguished Alumni Award recipients
at Western Michigan University Bultman now is president of
Hope College in Holland, Mich.

New home for intemational programs
and foreign language department
Northwesterns international programs and modern foreign
language department are now housed m Noteboom Cottage,
located Just north of Christ Chapel on Albany Ave.
Staff and faculty m the two areas moved into Noteboom Just
before the fall semester began The switch enabled all of the
English faculty to be housed in Granberg Hall and freed up
offices m Van Peursem Hall for new faculty
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In addition to olTices,Noteboom includes a lounge/work
area with a IV that has the capability of getting 36 different channels of interest to international students and Spanish majors. "It's
a place where international students can come and feel like they
have a home," said Dr Ron Takalo, associate professor of Spanish.
"It made sense to have these two departments together, and it's
working out very well."
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Fallsports
Women's Golf
• The Raiders won the conference tournament, shooting a 708, eight better

than second-placeNebraskaWesleyan.
• junior AnnieBabcock,freshman Kelsi Nelsonand sophomore Melarue
Coulter earned firs-team GPAChonors by plecmgsecond, fifib and eighth,
respectively, at the league meet.

• Coulter was medalistat the NWC lnvitationa],shooting a 79, as the Raiders
placedsecond.

Men's Golf
• Finishedthird at the NWC, Dordt, BriarClf and Wayne Statemeets.
• Senior Tim Mars was third auhe two-day N\iVC Invitational with a 148.
• Sophomore RyanAnema placedthird at the ML.Many Invitationalwith a 73.

Women's Soccer
• Fmishedwith a 5-12 record.
• Tied for sixth in the conference with a 3-5 mark.

• Freshman AshleyGracescored30 goalsthis season,one shy of the
school's career record. She was a GPAC offensive player or the week

Men's Soccer
• Compiled a 5-10-11"cord
• Placedeighth m the GPACwith a 1-6-J record.
• SeniorGregSchoollandearned leaguedefensiveplayerof the week honors

Cross Country
Senior Malia De jong goes Jor the hill in a win over Brim' Cliff

• The women placed sixth a.the GPAC meet; the men were ninth,
• The women won invitationals at Dakota State and Dordt.

Volleyball

De Boer receives Barnabas Award

• W" 21-9 heading iruothe regonal tournament.
• Placedthird m the Great PlainsAthletic Corference with a 7-3 record
• Ranked 15Lhnationallytn tile final NAJApoll
• Won the Indiana Wesleyan Invite. Sophomore Julie \Vestenberg was named
the toumaments MVP
• Senior Jillian Schipper was named conference setter of the week three times
SeruorAmber Blom and Junior Melissajelsma earned GPACplayerof the
week honors.

The Rev Bob De Boer '91, aSSOCIatepastor at Living Springs
Community Church in Homewood, IlL, received the N-Club's
Barnabas Award at halftime of the Homecoming football game on
OCl n The Barnabas Award is given to a former Raider who
persorufied an attitude of Chnstian service, encouraging others to
stnve for their best athletically, academically and spiritually
De Boer played football for Coach Larry Korver Lor four seasons, serving as a co-captam in 1990. De Boer also played violin
in the Sioux County Orchestra, worked as a resident assistant,
was active m service projects and co-led the local Youth for Christ
chapter He was chosen by Religious Heritage of America as one
of 10 collegians to receive the organization's 1991 YouLh Leader
Award.
De Boer says Coach Korver's emphasis on developing character and a strong lamily continues to challenge him "His 'big picture' understandmg of what is truly important-not
so much
winning games but winnmg at hfe with God, our families and in
our luture careers-had a big impact on me"
A graduate of Fuller Theological Seminary, De Boer IS married to Laura (Ver Mulm '90). They are the parents of Andrew (5)
and Benjamin (2).

Football
• Complleda 5-5 record.
• Tied for fifth in the conference with a 3-5 mark.
• Senior Dave Penigo rushed for 1,380 yards, bringing his NWC career

record total to 5,506. He also earned GPACoffensive player of the week
honors twice..
• Senior Dan Remer was named national defensive player of the week by Don
Hansen'sNanonal WeddyFootballGazetle lor his 12-tacldeefon In the 28-27
season opener at Jamestown. He helped stop the Jimmies a yard shy of the
goa] line to lorce overtime,

• Sophomore KarltonHector \V3S named a GPACoflensiveplayer ofthe week
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Crystal says the opportunity to
work 10 a hospital was invaluable. In fact, one of the main
reasons she chose to serve at
the hospital was to gain experience as a nurse. Since the onefloor, 30-bed hospital served a
variety of patients, Crystal was
able to work with neonates,
babies, children and adults, as
well as being in charge of the

her career path, Crystal wanted
to serve 10 Ecuador so she
could see her heritage.
Hospital Vozandes ISa component of HC]B World RadIO
ministries, an organization
which Crystals great-grandparents and grandparents helped
establish. Since her father, Rrck
(Northwestems sports informatron director), grew up

intensive care and birthing
rooms.
"I wanted to go on a medical mission to make sure that
nursing was what I wanted to
do." says Crystal, who plans to
attend nursing school next
year "God used the hospital
to conlinn my desire to be a
nurse. Taking care of people
day after day, you build a relationship that 1don't think a lot
of doctors get. They are 10
pam and need help and comfort which you are in a position to provide. It is very
rewarding."
In addition to conlirmmg

there, Crystal was able to mit
his childhood home.
"My famrly, espec.ally my
dad, was very excited, but
kind of Jealous, too, because
they all wanted to go," she
says. "All the thmgs that I
heard about for so long, ] now
have a picture in my mmd
because] have been there. I
was so overwhelmed and
humbled by the opportunity to
see my Godly helitage and to
realize that] am still reaping
the benefits of it. It was truly a
blessing."
Crystal also was blessed
by the loving kindness and

When Crystal Clark traveled to Ecuador this past summer as part of Northwestern's
Summer of Service program,
she faced the challenge of
communicating in not only
one, but two foreign languages.
As a nurses aid at Hospital
Vozandes m Shell, the senior
biology-health professions
lnaJor needed to converse 10
both conversational and medical Spanish.

.,
"Initially, Iwas scared I
was going to get to
Ecuador and see all this
poverty and start questioning God. But God really
answered that prayer,
showing His goodness in
the people around me."

..

"The language was a
major challenge," says Crystal,
who studied Spamsh 10 high
school for four years and 10
college lor one. "I had taken a
lot of Spanish classes, but I
hadn't had a lot of practical
interaction with people. Also, I
was learning a whole new language because it was medical

Spanish, too. So [ had to get
comfortable with my conversallonal skills while also learning
medical Spanish."
Of course, Crystalleamed
more than Spanish during her
stay. Each day, she was
responsible for 10-20 patients,
a task that entailed duties such
as administering IVs, giving
baths, handing out medicrne
and monitoring vital signs
Compared to the U.s., Crystal
says nurse's aids 10 Ecuador
have a lot more training and
are responsible [or more
hands-on, specialized tasks.
Despite the demands,

continued
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lry Tamara
Fynaardt

After graduating with a sacral science/elementary education degree, Christensen began his
Jim Christensen
teaching career in Wall Lake, Iowa, teaching
'79 has been
fourth, Iifth and sixth grade language arts
named one of
In 1982 Chnstensen and his wife, Kim
Northwestern's
(Waller
'80), moved to Kim' hometown,
2001 Alumni of
Holstein,
Iowa, and he began teaching sixth
the Year. He
grade language arts in the Galva-Holstem
received the
Distinguished
School District. "It always was easy to spot me
Professional
as someone interested in physical and earth sciAchievement
ence, though," he said, descnbing his eventual
award during
evolution into a science educator.
Homecoming
One of Christensen, favorite activities dunng
festivities.
his years in the classroom was helping students
build and launch model rockets, "I grew up in
""
the '60s, during the birth of space exploration,"
he remembers, "so H was natural for me to be
mterested in space and flying, I'dlike to know how many rockets I've launched over the years,"
Rocket launching fit with Christensen's preferred teaching
style lots of hands-on experimenting and opportunities for students to engage in something real in order to learn something
abstract. "I'm not a big fan of textbooks," he sa.d. "Learning is a
process, not Just a body of facts to be memorized,"
In addition to rocket launching, Christensen, Galva-Holstein
middle school classes also became known for their "boat proJ-

iL
Jim Clmslens,n and hiS wife, Kim, chat wilh Dr Ran and P,gjIiffer pliar la tire
beginning of /he Distinguished Alumni Luncheon aL Homecoming.

ecrs." A big fan of saihng as
well as llying, Christensen
remembers watching a television special recounting how
another country's sailing team
finally had designed a boat to
defeat the US team in the
Americas Cup, "l watched all
the testing and refmmg of their
boat they did, and I thought,
'Hey, we could do that in class."
With the desks out of the
way, Christensen filled four 12inch by 14-foot "sailing"
Jim ChlisLensen enjoys his time in the
troughs with water and set his
commandas seat of the Full fuselage
students to work building boats
"'ainer, a fail-SIZed slmilic nwch-"p at
Testing, graphing and charting
the Johnson Space Cenler:
helped the students determine
which team had produced the "best" boat, "People would visit
my class, and the desks literally were shoved and stacked around
the perimeter of the room," said Christensen, "Kids don't sit in
my classroom,' I'd tell them"
The boat project won Christensen the Presidential Award for
Excellence in Mathematics and Science in 1995, right about the
time he turned his attention back toward space. While teaching
at Galva-Holstein in 1993, Christensen had participated m a
NASA-sponsored educational workshop for elementary educators,
During the workshop, he'd built a model of a space base for
Mars,
The following school year, just as the Iowa Communications
Network (ICN) was being launched and distance learning was
offering new collaborative opportunities, Christensen applied for
and received a grant to involve three other Iowa schools in an
expansion of his project, which he called "Mars base"
Chnstensen used the ICN to enable teachers and students to
video-conference with NASA engineers as they worked on their
mV11 Mars space stations.
In 1996 Christensen became an educator facilitator for
NASA, and he spent parts or the next five summers at the
Johnson Space Center m Houston teachmg other educators scicontinued on page 27
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The media called them the "walking wounded," but social worker Kim (Vrieze '95) Scorza found
that some of the sutvivors of Sept 11 were virtually paralyzed by the honor.

A Helping Hand

Kim Scorza, showing the idelllificaUon tags she wore as she counseled victims oj the
Septl! attacks, said sl" Jelt pl1vileged to be able 10 assist
'I'

"I was a conduit for what He wanted me to do."
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Working as part of a crisis response team of counselors during the last week of September, Scorza met one woman sitting
like a zombie on a park bench in New Jerseys Liberty State Park,
unable to move from exhaustion and terror "She would not look
over there," across the Hudson River to the site of the World
Trade Center, said Scorza. "She was one of those who wasn't
scheduled to work that day, but here she had lost all of her coworkers, her job and her future."
Scorza, who serves as the victim/witness coordinator in the
SIOUXCounty Attorneys OITtce,was part of an eight-member
Iowa team that was invited by the National Organization of
Victim Assistance to help people in New Jersey and New York
rake steps in dealing with their emotional trauma All of the team
members had completed 40 hours of community crisis response
training previously.
Scorza said that what the disaster victims need is to talk-in
a sale environment-and to receive practical help. 'Their spirits
are so heavy and numb right now," she said in an interview in
early October "I met people who hadn't eaten for days, who
either couldn't sleep or who slept for days on end. They're feelmg
very vulnerable, fearful."
Having VIsited New York only two years ago, Scorza saw a
stark contrast in the mood of the people. In the subway that she
remembered as energrzmg and noisy, she found blank stares and
quietness in late September.
"(The healmg) ISgoing to take years. It'll never be the same
New York as before because their spirit is broken."
At John F Kennedy Intemational Airport, Scorza counseled
American Airlines pilots and Bight attendants who were displaced
from their homes, witnessed the attack or lost family members
and co-workers. She worked one day at a social service agency
nght next to Ground Zero, talkmg to people injured by fallmg
debris or being caught up in the rolling dust
Scorza also offered practical assistance, from taking a famished woman to a food stand to helping family members file
death certificates and missing persons reports, apply for crime
victim compensation and collect DNA. And she found that as she
moved throughout the area on public transportation, local residents gravitated toward her and others wearing the shirts and tags
that identified them as counselors. "We did debriefmgs constantly Even though we were traveling, we were still working."
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Being identified as an
Iowan also helped people confide in Scorza, she said. 'It
was enough for them to let go.
They think of people from the
Midwest as belOg soft, not so
brash. They felt very comforted knowing 1 was from Iowa.
They said they couldn't believe
people in Iowa cared about
them."
Working at a relentless
pace, Scorza found strength in
her family, friends and faith. '1
touched base frequently with
my husband and children.
That kept me grounded m the
everyday activines," she said.
'My family and my boss (Sioux
County Prosecutor Mark
Schouten) were terrific. They
bolstered my spirit'
Silently praying the Lord's
Prayer helped Scorza remain
calm while surrounded by
tragedy 'I kept saying it every
day, over and over again,
emphasizing Thy will be
done.' 1 was a conduit for
what He wanted me to do.
When 1 felt anxious, T'd sayan

'Our Father' and the anxiety
would physically leave my
body In my mind, I made the
sign of the cross when 1 was at
Ground Zero. I needed all of
that-Father, Son and Holy
Spim-i-to be with me.'
Throughout a week of
hearing horrifying frrst-person
stories and seeing overwhelmmg desparr, Scorza never cried.
'1 kept a clinical framework,"
she said of her experience. As
she sat in Orange Citys Trinity
Reformed Church the next
Sunday, though, the tears finally came. "1cried most of the
service. I think it was because
I felt safe in church, I felt like I
could do it at home."
Like the victims she counseled, Scorza feels the need to
talk She has found comfort in
reumting with a Des Moines
counselor with whom she
worked in New York and New
Jersey "Some stones we feel
we can't talk about WIth others
because they're too horrible.
Its a very painful process."

"3-.

Alum dies in tragedy

(J)
C'l

!Jy Duane Beeson
Bojan Kostic, an NWC student m 198788, died m the Sept. II terrorist attacks in
New York. He was an international sales
I trader at Cantor Fitzgerald, which lost nearly
700 of its 1,000 employees m the tragedy,
WIth an office on the 104th floor of One
World Trade Center
A native of Belgrade, Yugosla,"a, Kostic
fell in love with New York Crty during a visit to the BIg Apple
while an NWC student. Kostic took a break from hIS studies,
moving to NYC and painting homes in Connecticut before earn109 his degree m finance from Baruch College. He worked [or a
couple brokerage [irms before joining Cantor Fitzgerald in
January of 1999.
"He was very sweet:' said his fiancee, Susanna Ferm. "He
was always there for everybody he cared for."
"He was a go-getter:' said George Makombe, who became
friends with Kostic in 1988 when they worked together on a
pamtmg crew. "He felt there was nothing you couldn't achieve
with hard work He'd often say, 'Thmgs are good, but they will
only get better."
The 34-year-old was preparing to become a u.s dozen, having applied for CItizenship on the first day he was eligible. On the
night of Sept. 10, Fenn quizzed him for his test, asking him to
name the anginal 13 states. "He got them all:' she said. "He was
ready."

Rooted in Service continued from page 6

patience of the people she interacted with The genume caring
and Joyful character of the people m Ecuador inspired Crystalshe says Gods love and power were evident in almost everyone
she met.
"Initially, I was scared I was gomg to get to Ecuador and see
all this poverty and start questioning God. But God really
answered that prayer, showing HIS goodness in the people around
me."

In addition to her Summer of Service experience, Crystals
Iauh has grown in other ways as a Northwestern student.
Traveling to Honduras and Amsterdam as part of the colleges
spring service projects has taught her to be bold in sharing her
faith with others, and the chapel program has challenged her to
make her life her ministry. Crystal also is grateful for the way
professors have challenged her to dig deeper and ask questions
about both biology and her faith. She admires the integrity, pas-

sion and kindness Northwestern faculiy possess.
Above all, though, Crystal says she appreoates the guldance
of her mentor, Jill Erickson, former RD and current assistant
director of student ministries For the past four years, the two
have met at least once a week to talk, study the Bible and pray
'Jill has had a huge impact in shaping who I am, because of her
compassion and irucgrity in teaching me to become a more Godly
woman:' Crystal says.
Althougli Crystal ISstill not completely certa.n about her
future, she is confident that God is in control. "This summer, 1
realized, in a way that I had never before understood, that not
only is Gods plan perfect, but His timmg is always nght:' she
says. "Watching the sun set in the Amazon jungle, I felt a peace
fall on me from the knowledge that in my life, Gods plan is perfect, and that, even when I don't understand or when 1 have to
wait, His timmg is always right."
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For Rob Roozeboom '01, living with muscular dystrophy is a paradox. On one
hand, it is the biggest physiall, mental and spiritual challenge of llis life, On the other
hand, however, it also is an invaluable blessing---{;od is using Robs past (Uldpresent
struggles with the disease to impact the lives of iruJividuals througlwut the 1UI1:ion.

lJ~t':5' to tA~
CAaf'~':5'&byT~T~nI
'The challenge is wakmg
up everyday and watching
your body deteriorate right in
front of your eyes. Dealing
with the fact that I can't run
anymore, or ride a bike or
even tie my own shoes hke
normal people 15 tough," says
Rob, who lives In Sheldon with
his wife, Sharla Gager '00)
"Still, if I didn't suffer from
MD, I wouldn't be able to do
what I am doing, insp.ring
others to live life as God
intended them to. I strongly
believe I've been given this disease for a reason."
Before Rob could convey

God's love and power to others, he had to first realize it
himself. After being diagnosed
with MD when he was five
years old, Rob snuggled to be
as normal as possible. When
he moved to Sheldon with his
family at 17, Rob let only key
administrators, teachers and
coaches know about his condition,

Unable to participate m
sports and seen as the slower,
weaker kid, Robs depression
manifested into an intense
anger directed at both himself
and others, leading to alcohol
abuse and other risky behav-

Rob Roozeboom alld hiS wife, Sharla (secolld flOm light!,wllh MDA arnbassadOis
Nadia CO/ncmeci and Bart ConlJer
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iors. A seed was planted, however, when Rob red.scovered
Gods love for him at a Teens
Encounter Christ retreat. After
a family friend died several
years later, Rob realized he
needed to rebui.d the broken
relationships in his life. From
then on, he approached the
disease and his life in an
entirely dillereru way.
"If you let MD beat you, it
will tear you down until you
are totally depressed, and I
ltved that way for nearly 15
years," Rob says. "But once I
realized that God did love me,
everything changed."
The change would affect
Rob more than he realized.
While attending NWC, the
business admmistrationJagnbusiness major felt a strong
desire to share his story with
others. To satisfy th.s desire,
Rob initially considered youth
ministry, but decided against It
because MD prevented him
from keeping up with the
physical demands of such a
job.
Still struggltng WIth what
to do, Rob consulted Bob
Cievennga at the Reformed

Churchs Synod of the
Heartland, who suggested he
write a small paragraph for the
Synods newsletter As a result,
Rob received requests to speak
before some youth groups,
which eventually led 10 speaking engagements at Sunday
services, banquets, schools and
other organizations,

The success of Robs presentations resulted in the
founding of RISE (Realize,
Invesngate, Surrender, EnJOy)
Ministries, a nonprofit organization. With the help of fellow
board members Mike Vogel
and Scott De Kok, RISE has
expenenced remarkable
growth in a shan amount of
time. The mmistry currently
features a website (wwwrisemirustries.com), radio broadcast
and free publication featuring
the testimonials of Christian
athletes.
Although RISE conunues
to branch out into other communication venues, the ministry largely is based on speaking engagements. In two
years, Rob has developed a
love of public speaking "My
passIon is the speaking. It is
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Rob Roozeboom talks about his experience with muswlar dystrophy on stage with co-host Cynthia GarreLl and his wife,
Shmla, at this years Jerry leWIS Telethon. Hes shown with co·host Jal1l1 Carl 011 page 12.

very exhilarating," he says. "You are never comfortable when you
go out there; you are always nervous. I like it that way because it
keeps me on my toes."
While each presen.at.or: is based on his testimony, Rob continually examines, alters and improves his message. "Life changes
everyday, so what I say changes with that," he says. "I also
change thmgs dependmg on the audience. I might be more serious, or I might use some more humor. Regardless, I want to get
better each time I speak and continue to reach for the next level."
Rob reached a higher level this past Labor Day weekend
when he was featured live on stage m California dunng the Jerry
Lewis MDA Telethon. List year, after a Sioux City TV station featured a videotaped piece of Rob and Sharla during the telethon
broadcast, their profile was sent to the national MDA headquarters in Arizona. Officials liked the story so much they decided to
feature the couple this year.
After filming another segment, Rob and Sharla were flown
out to Hollywood twice. Dunng the first trip, Rob spoke to
emcees across the nauon to get them excited about the important
task of raising money for MDA. The second nip consisted of Rob
and Sharla sharing their story on national television to 60 million
viewers. 'The biggest highlight so far has been the door God has
opened with the MDA organization," Rob says "It was something
we never dreamt of"
Inspired by the MDA opportunity, Rob is dreaming a bir
more these days. He lSscheduled to speak at Rocky Mountain

High, a Reformed Church youth convention, this year and has
been in contact With several corporations concerning speaking
engagements. By next year, Rob plans on Immg staff, and he
wants to get to the point where RISE employs full-time counselors and is holding crusades locally, nationally and overseas
Regardless of what happens in the future, however, Rob is
content to keep ministering for God III whatever way he can
"During my religion classes at Northwestern, it really struck me
that God has called us to go out and make disciples of all
nations," he says. "1want to make people laugh, smile and have
hope, but most of all, I want that hope to come from Jesus
Chns!."
Blessed through Adversity continued ]mm page 9

"To the average person,
[my mom] appears to be a typical 50-year-old. She sews, she
knits, she bakes," wrote Sarah
in her letter to the award committee. "But If you look
beyond the gray hair (which is
probably the result of raising
us), you'll see what I see: an
outstanding woman who saves
the world on a dally basis."

"She IScourageous,
strong, humble and generous,"
wrote Rachel. "l'rr: so thankful
to have her as a role model in
my li[e."
And Dawn added, "She
has reminded us to persevere III
the face of adversity No matter
what obstacle we have faced
individually or as a lamlly, she
remmds us that we are blessed."
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Great is Thy
Fait Iness

by Duane
Beeson

On a day filled with stones about God's faithfulness to
Northwestern over the years,
the institutions eighth president, Dr Bruce Murphy,
pledged to lead the school in
continuing to provide students
with "education for wisdom."
Murphys comments were
made at the inauguration ceremony on Friday, OCl. 12,
attended by a near-capacity
crowd in Christ Chapel. His
speech followed the maugural
address, given by Dr Steven
Garber, scholar-in-residence at
the Council for Christian
Colleges & Universities, and
the personal charge, delivered
by Dr Bill McColl, a Stanford
University trustee who is a
member of L1]01la
Presbyterian Church in
Califonna where Murphy
served on the pastoral stalT
from 1984-90.
The central challenge of
education, said Garber, is that
of "teaching students to know

and to love a bent and broken
world." Garber left Murphy
with two questions that he said
would define the presidents
legacy at Northwestern: "What
did students learn to love?" and
"How did they see the Word
made flesh m you?"
McColis challenge to his
friend was based on Proverbs
24:27, m which Solomon
advised farmers to plant their
fields and then build their
barns. "First things first," interpreted McColl. "Start your day
with prayer and then live for
the day only Every day say yes
to God and give whatever It
takes with a big smile."
Dr. Lars Granberg,
Nonnwesterns founh president, offered the prayer of consecraiion Among the other
participants in the inaugural
ceremony were the presidents
wile, Dr Di Murphy, and their
two children, Karen MurphyMendez and Chris Murphy,
who read Scripture.

Board chairman Delve Van Engdenhovcn COllgratll!atcs
Dr Muryihy following the InstallatIOn.

Dt: Steven Garber, scholar-in-residence
01 the COUllcii for Chlislian Colleges &

Univmities,
address.

01: MUlpllY shows the presidential medallion to his daughter; Karen.
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Chlis,e Jans and Mall Van Zaille sing
dllnng Ihe pelfannan" of"Let the
Peoples Praise You."

Psalm 67 in 7/8 time
The A cappella Choir,
Brass Quintet, Percussion
Ensemble and orgamst Mary
Lou Wlelenga joined to per[arm the inaugural anthem,
"Let the Peoples Praise You,"
written by Greg Scheer, director of music ministries, for the
ceremony.
As Scheer was contemplating possibilities [or the
commissioned piece, he
noticed that Psalm 67 included
several of the themes he was
considering: wisdom, "God 15
Light" and salvation for all
nations. "It moves from m to
oUl-God blesses us, then that
blessing obligates us, leadmg to
an ever-expanding circle of
Gods glory eventually,"
explains Scheer
Liking the passages
thankful, festive feel, Scheer
based the anthem on Psalm 67.
He used a rhythmic 7/8 meter
and percussion Instruments
that conveyed a Middle Eastern
flair to give a sense of Israel
dancing.

President Murphy clyays a pre-inaugumtion
Dave Van Engdenhovcl1.

laugh wilh Dr Bill McColl, who gave the pasol1a! charge, and board chainnan

..
"Start your day with
prayer and then live for
the day only. EVelY day
say yes to God and give
whatever it takes with a
big smile."

..

"The Lord, our God, has
blessed us. May God always
be gracious ... May the whole
world live in the light of His
goodness. "
DI: Lyle VandCl Welff, plOfessor emelitus af reltglOll, calches up with D,:
Mlineharu Kilagaki, president af Japans K~wa College.
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Luncheon
celebrates
God's provision
...

Q

An ice swlpture of tile Northwestem
logo graced the caJetena dunl1g the
jnaugJ.J ral reception.

Vignettes of
Nonnwesterns history were
mterspersed with greetings
from representatives of various
constituencies at the maugural
luncheon honoring President
Bruce Murphy on Fnday, Oct
12.
Over 320 special guests
attended the event, including
alumni, donors, faculty, staff,
pastors, commumty leaders,
representatrves of other colleges, and family and friends of
the Murphys.
The theme of the program
was Gods provision for
Northwestern over the years,
emphasized by stones told by
Karen Bohm Barker, professor
of theatre/speech, and
Chaplam Trygve Johnson.
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They told of the grasshopper
plague that delayed the openlllg of the Classical Academy
until 1882, the students' gift of
$5 to every employee during
the Depression when President
Heemstra withheld salaries so
bills could be paid, the efforts
of students in the 1940s to
harvest fields to benefit the college, and the presidential
search process that led to the
hiring of Dr Murphy At various times during their readings, a viohmst played "Great is
Thy Faithfulness," which later
was sung by the crowd.
Barker and Johnson also wove
Scnpture passages into their
presentation.
Dr Don Lindskoog, professor of psychology told of
the faculty's JOY in having a
president like Dr Murphy who
loves the world of ideas.
Recognizing the need for
Northwesterns president to be
a seasoned spiritual leader and
a practical-minded fund-raiser,
Lindskoog said, "We scarcely
hoped to dream of finding
someone who shared our fascination WIth the life of the
mind. Bruce really likes to
think; hes been a rather radical
thinker in the 30 years I've
known him"
Former National Alumni
Board President Amta
Bomgaars '77 said the
Murphys were two of her

Drama Ministries Ensemble members peljoml "School" dwing

tl1C

inauguration

A ringing endorsement
"One day God said, 'Its about time. res about time Jor the
bell to ling. ItS about time Jor the children. The children. T1Jey
need to go to schooL '"
With that beginning, Nonhwesterns Drama Ministries
Ensemble (DME) celebrated the work of the world's greatest
teacher, Jesus Chnst, and tbe role NWC has played in igmting the
love of books and the Good Book through the years. The DME's
five-minute choral reading, entitled "School," was featured in the
inauguration ceremony
Jeff Barker, professor of theatre/speech, wrote the drama after
brainstorming with his students and sending them across campus
to collect h.storical documents about the college. "I wanted to
connect some emouon to this important day in the hfe of our college. President Murphy urged me to make this a piece of gratitude for God's role in the life of Northwestern," he said.
Sitting in hIS living room, Barker came up with the Idea of
wriung a fable. "A way to cut straight to the heart of something is
to tell a simple story," he explained. A few hours later, he had
weaved a tale of a teacher called Rabbi, violence in the schoolyard, a man "with hair tufted long from his chin like camels hair"
who sought to start a classical academy, and a bell tower. The
drama ended with a roll call of names of several students and
Northwestern employees over the years, including a man named
Murphy.
favorite professors. "DI challenged me to become a reacher
sensitive to the needs of all my
students. Bruce challenged my

rural Iowa views, encouraged
me to grab the essence of the
events happening around the
world and glean from them

Northwestern

President Mwphy addresses the crowd at the inaugural luncheon.

Ideas to help me be a leader m
my family and community
They both exemplified Christ"
The Rev Wesley
Granberg-Michaelson, general
secretary of the Reformed
Church m America, said the
tragic events of Sept 11 forever changed hfe for all of us and
also for Northwestern. 'We
now face probing questions
with intensive urgency: How
do we overcome evil with
good? How do we live as
faithful Christians who love
our neighbors in a highly pluralistic SOCiety?How do we
prepare students to live m a
world so divided by bitter hostilities but so loved by God)
This is our new curriculum.
We "ill meet these challenges
by integrating knowledge of
the world with knowledge of
our God who is sovereign and
who redeems us lhrough Jesus.
The vocation of Northwestern
has never been more clear, and
her relationship to the church
has never been more important,"

Seattle Pacific Universiry
President Phil Eaton described
his former colleague as a man
of calling and prayer who is

Presidentialinauguration
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deeply committed to Christian
higher education. Eaton
exhoned Northwestern's faculty to take care of Dr Murphy:
"Nurture him, counsel him,
help him grow WIth this place,
trust him and support him in
the years ahead."

Landman; Orange City Mayor
Don Vander Stoep; Dave Van
Engelenhoven, chair of the
Board of Trustees; Dr Dennis
Voskuil, president of Westem
Theological Seminary; and Dr.
Carl Zylstra, president of Dordt
College.
"As a historian," said Dr
Murphy in his response, "I
couldn't have enjoyed todays
luncheon any more." He said
that as he talked with people
while he was considering
Northwestern's presidency,
three mgredients stood out
that explained the college's success, ingredients represented
by the people speaking at the
luncheon: Nortnwesterns
Christian identity and close
relanonsh.p with the Reformed
Church m America; the
uniquely close town/gown
relationship between NWC
and Orange CIty, and the
"tremendous competence,
warmth and commitment of
the people I would work

said. First Lady Di Murphy
added, "Its a gift of God to be
able to share Bruce's comnutment and to experience Gods
call on our lives as a couple.
We have been immersed m
love by the people in tliis community. We pray that the
experiences of our lives will be
part of what God uses in this
role, beyond anything we
could do."

"The vocation of
Northwestern luis never
been nwre clear, ami her
relationship to the church

luis never been nwre
important. "

...

with.

"We feel tremendously
humbled and honored to be
presidents, truly together, of
this wonderful institution,' he

The Jazz Band provides cI11ertaimnent
for Saturday nights reunion/inaugural
dinner and dflllce.

Also speaking were
Tamara Fynaardt, associate
director of public relations and
development; Dr. John
Hanung, president of the Iowa
Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities,
Student Government
Association President Matt

DI: Di Murphy and nrenrbcl:s of tire preSidential family look over photos of tlrdr post
at the inaagurai reception.
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Education for Wisdom
(&litO/'s note: This is the text oj Preswmt Mwphy\ respol15e to the inaugural address and personal charge,)

DI: MwplJy, shown giving his inaugural response, said the weekend's emphasis on

Northwestems history made him proJoundly grateJul. "I slOod in awe oj the h,slOlY
oj thi5 place. , . the saaifices, acts oj lish and wi5dom, JOllhJulness oj God and
Jaithfulness oj Ihe people commilled 10 NWC"

Honored guests, trustees,
students, faculty, staff and
friends, I want to add my welcome to each of you. Thank
you for coming to this special
celebration of NWC
One hundred-nineteen
years ago the Nonhwestern
Classical Academy "rang the
bell" for the first time. Thirtysix years later, in 1928, a JunLorcollege was added, Then,
in 1961, Northwestern graduated its first senior class and
became a four-year institution.
Throughout its long history
Northwestern has had its
moments of trial. Back in the
Depression of the 1930s, faculty and staff were not paid for
months. Dunng World War ll,
as campus personnel Oed to
the military, the junior college
almost closed LtSdoors.
There were also moments
of great nsk and reward. Early
on, when the academy was a
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fragile operation, the schools
leadersh.p decided to take a
chance and construct a new
building hopmg that the structure would attract students and
tum the tide, .. and it did.
Zwemer Hall was built and the
academy began to flourish. A
similar case could be made for
Presidert Rowenhorsts dream
of a new student center back
m the late 1970s, when funds
were scarce and unpredictable
enrollments once again threatened Northwesterns luture.
Sure enough, with the construction of the Rowenhorst
Student Center, enrollment
increased and financial stability
returned.
Spnnkled throughout
Northwesterns h.story were
also many moments of academic achievement and celebration. Two of the most
importam were led by former
presidents who are with us

today: In the late 19505 Dr.
Preston Stegenga dihgently
spearheaded a difficult but successful effort to expand
Northwestern into a four-year
college; and in the late 19605
Dr. Lars Granberg wisely guided NWC through the challenging waters of accreditauon as a
liberal arts institution In
recent years, under the able
leadership of Dr.JIm Bultman,
Northwestern has grown in the
size and quality of its programs, personnel and facihties.
Throughout Its history
Northwestern has been sustained by an unwavering devotion to her mission. This singular sense of purpose has
been expressed m different
ways over the years. One of
the most colorful and forthright came from the Rev James
Zwemer, the principal of the
academy in the 1890s.
Zwemer wrote that the "important question for these parts IS
whether we would be a people
only for hogs and corn, or also
for 'dedication' and 'culture." I
like that.
Other early mission statements spoke of character formation, service and the cultivation of the mind. More recently, ihe focus has been on the
integration of faith and learning, viewing each academic
discipline from a Christian perspective. Many different
expressions, but the same mission-to provide a distinctly
Christian liberal arts education,
Today, as we look back
with gratitude to God for all
the good He has brought to

Classic

NWC, and as we look ahead to
a new century and move into
an mcreasingly complex and
perilous penod in history the
question is not whether our
histone mission is sufficient for
the future, We believe strongly
that it LS. But the question is,
in what form? What is the
unique role of Christian higher
education in our time?
It ISin trymg to answer
this question that I am indebted to my good fnends Steve
Garber and Bill McColl-for
their comments today and for
their counsel over the years.
Just before hIS death at
the hands of the Nazis,
Dietrich Bonhoeffer wrote that
the great human need is to recognize "the signilicant in the
.nidst of the factual." Indeed,
and twice over today, almost
60 years later As Dr Garber
has remmded us, today we are
bombarded daily in evelY area
of our lives with more information than we know what to
do with. We are also, very
much like Bonhoeffer, confronted with tragic and confusing realities that cry out for
meaning. What we deeply
desire is "education for wisdom."
The question is, where do
we find it) The academy m
general takes us part of the
way. The first step is to distinguish fact from falsehood, and
this intellectual task has long
been the hallmark of our
nations colleges and universities. But then the going gets
murky Who will teach us
about significance ... and how
is it learned) This, I believe, LS
the unique callmg of Christian
hIgher education m our generation, and Dr Garber and Dr.
McColl remind us that this discovery of significance LS much

Nortllwestern
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Hung with care

Firsl Lady Di Mwphy enjoys lime with grandson Diego while watching
Nmthwestems soccer team.

more than an intellectual task
.. though it is certainly nothing less.
Thank you, Bm, for challenging me and encouraging us
all to practice the longstanding
spintual disciplines. As you
know, Bonhoeffer and
Chrstians down through the
ages believed that what lS significant becomes clear only in
the light of God's presence.
And that God becomes present
to us as worship and prayer,
meditation on the Scriptures,
acts of kmdness and humble
subm.ssion become a regular
part of our daily life.
Thank you, Steve, for lifting up before us the importance of love as we seek to
know what is significant.
Thank you for explaining that
it is in community-where
relationships of support and
responsibilry are fonmedthat what is significant m life
takes root so that it, in ume,
can blossom before the world.
I pledge to all of you to

heed their words and to lead
Northwestern, by Gods grace,
in "education for wisdom."
At this ume there are two
more people Iwould like to
thank. The first lS Dr Lars
Granberg, who got me started
on this Journey of learning
back in 1970, when he was
president of Northwestern and
I was a green young history
professor. Thank you, Lars, for
modeling before me what I
could not name back then but
what I know now is wisdom
The second person is my wife,
Di. A couple of years ago on
Fathers Day my son sent me a
card with the word "wisdom"
printed across the top of the
cover. How proud I was until
I opened it up and read: "Dad,
we all know that mom is the
wise one in our family, but I
appreciate the fact that you're
trymg" My son lS right God
has blessed me with a wise and
wonderful wife, for which I am
deeply gratefuL

Seekmg to visually communicate "what is important to
the college: the centrality of
the Gospel," local artist Margo
Vanderhill created a parament
for Dr. Murphy's mauguration.
The banner was carried in the
academic processional and
placed on the PUIPlt for the
ceremony.
The parament conveys
Northwesterns "God is Light"
motto as rays of light illuminate
a dark background, extending
Sophomore Hannah Dult oj Oman cartoward eanh from a cloud in an
des the pamment dwing the inaugural
implied tnangle that signifies
processwn.
the Holy Trinity. An orb-representing God's perfect and eternal nature-is tangent to the green
hemisphere of earth below it, i.lustrating the incarnation Yellow
rays denoting the passage of nme strike the earth and intersect
with the eternal light of the God who acts m history.
A blood red area and the implied cross of intersecting rays
symbolize the Sons act of entenng time and human fonm to redeem
humanity through His suffering and death. The green of the terrestrial shape, connotmg growth, symbolizes the spintual, intellectual
and emotional development inherent in the academic life.

Faculty Positions
Nonhwestern

College invites applications fOT tenure-track faculty
positions beginning August 2002:

Art
Business

Education (Secondary)
Exercise Science

Psychology
Tlieatre/Speech
Candidates must have good teaching and menta ring skills and

research potential. Ph.D. or MJA preferred and required at the
time of tenure review. Letter of inquiry and vitae should be sent to:
Dr. Karen Cianci
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Northwestern College
Orange Clly, L~51041
VPM@nwclOwa.eduor712-707-7102
wvvwnwciowa.edulnewsspons/hr/lndex.htm
Narthw(:5/cm

Calkge complies with all federal mid slate regulatIons jar nondiscrimination
Women and minarines an: encouraged to apply.
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Trent Abrahamson '94 (center), and Gena (Fiihr '00)
Schmidt pass out ice cram treat on behalf of the
N-Club folla\~ng the football game.

140 runners begin the
Raider Road Race.
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Vlew more Homecoming photos at:
nwdowa. edu/ alumni/homecomingO 1/photo. h tm
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"How does thls thing warh?" The J"hUlg booth was
popular among the youngest at Morning on the Green

Beautiful weather helped bring out many alumni and friends to Moming on the Green.

Marh Blaemendaal, Lyle Lundgren and Kelly KlUg" review
information about fellow 1981 alumni plioI' to tlJeir reunion.

The Rev DI: Stepllen Macchia '78,
p,esldenl oj V,SIOnNew England, leads

a pastors' lVorhshop on "Becoming a
Healthy Church"
ProJessor Ementus oj BIOlogy Vilg
Muilenburg chats with Susanne (Caines
'91) Bolland l.er Ilusband, Richard

Jlmho Nagao 70 reminisces with
classmates at Morning on the Green
The Homecoming crowd enjoys the annual
Bral and Burg" fry
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by MiLhele Linch

Artists establish natural palette of
native prairie grasses, plants
Margo Vanderhill weighs the fruits ol her labor on a postage
scale. "One gram," she says. 'That's a lot."
The envelope contains prairie cinquefoil seeds, hand-picked
from vanderhills native prairie backyard. They are on their way
to the Iowa Ecotype Project, based at the University of Northern
Iowa (UNO m Cedar Falls
The project was begun in 1990 as a way [or Iowa to counter
the alien Western cultivars that were planted along its highways
during the 1970s and 19805, replacing them with native grasses
and wildflowers. It accepts donations of seeds such as
Vanderhills and uses them to cultivate more seeds, mixing species
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and redismbuting them within the Iowa growing
zone o[ their origin. Twenty to 30 people contribute seeds each year, said Daryl Smith, a
UNI biology professor and science director
for the roadside vegetation program.
For VanderhHl, who has served as an
adjunct professor in Northwesterns art
department, its a way of giving back to
the land and roadsides, promoting the reestablishment of long-vanished prairies.
She and her husband, Rem

Northwestern
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vanderhill, professor of art at
NWC, have worked hard over
the past four years to build the
house they designed for a
piece of property they bought
in Alton. The land held a soybean field, lowlands and a
wooded patch framed by a
slow-moving feeder creek of
the Floyd River The house
offers up a huge bank of windows looking out onto what
they thought would be frve
acres of low-maintenance or
no-maintenance yard. Instead,
they have spent the past few
years working on the land as
well as the house, creatmg a
prairie palette of natural hues
and textures usmg native
plants. It's their biggest work
of art yet
About 2 ]/2 acres of their
yard are at various stages of
becommg native prairie,
with its discrete
wheats and
rusts, vibrant
blues and
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magenta accents. Goldfinches
drink rainwater trapped by the
leathery cup plants leaves and
frogs leap through low foliage
ahead of human footsteps.
The front yard is all of lowgrowing buffalo grass. Lacking
a hungry bison, it needed to be
mowed regularly the first couple years. As of early
September, they had mowed it
only once this summer
'We were very naive,"
Margo says now"] thought
we'd throw m the seed and
that would be it." But they
learned. Prairie plants only
grow about an inch their first
year, usmg their energy instead
to send roots deep into the
earth. And the new prairie
needs to be kept mowed to
discourage the more aggressive
competitors and weeds. But
the Vanderhi1ls rolled up their
sleeves and pursued the prairie
idea.
They planted and cared
for a new section of prairie
each year Now their yard has
four-, three-, two- and firstyear growth prairie. One of
two second-season patches
failed m last summers extreme
dry conditions and had to be

botany professor)," Margo sa.d.
restarted rhls season, finishing
"I would take what I thought
the planting phase.
m.ght be a prairie plant in to
"One of my goals was to
Glen and he'd say, 'Oh, you
have a local ecotype prairie,
have a very fine specimen-c-ol
with all the seed from this
a very bad weed!"
area," Margo says. "I wanted
Margo also
kind of a livlearned
how
ing museum,
the
settlers
so you could
and the
go through my 'We were very naive,"
Indians on
field and see
Margo
says
now.
"I
the land
what it was
before
them
like before the
thought we'd throw in the
put their
settlers came.
seed and thot would be it." botanical
"1 went
resources to
along the railuse. The
road tracks
applications
and ditches
are obvious for bee balm, false
gathering seeds, and a couple
times Igot permission to go on bone set and New Jersey tea
an established prairie." Instead Others, like the leae! plant,
were not so apparent. Its
of a no-sweat acreage, the
crushed leaves give off a light
Vanderhrlls pursued a new
perfume. It may be one of the
education, learning both Latin
plants Indians rubbed on their
names and common names of
horses to make them smell
the nauve prairie plants, from

andropogeon gerardil (Big
bluestem) and Aster novaeangliae (New England aster) to
Margo's current favorite grass,
Bouteloua curtipendula, or
side oats gramma.
"My mentor was Glen
Hegstad (a retired NWC

good, she says. In any case, i15
Is particularly welcome as an
indicator of a healthy prairie; it
refuses to live in disturbed soil
and abhors fertilizer.
The Yande;hrlls turned to
catalogs for iniormauon on
proper names, soil type and
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and weeds in a 'jumps worth"
swatch. She identifies for her
visitor prairie sage, muhly
grass, compass plant, gray·
headed cone Gower, bee balm,
cup plant and false bone set.
While the Vanderhills
.~
built the first house
on their patch of
land, the prairie project has
attracted lots of other new residents. "Since this habitat has
changed from a bean field, ItS
conducive to all kinds of
fauna. They couldn't live out
here before," says Rem
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germination patterns. Margo
have found these things
and Rein attended workshops
around:' Margo says.
by the Nature Conservancy
Now the painstaking
and got help with a seed drill
hand gathering of seeds is
from the local
beginning to
Natural
pay all "Last
Resource
year was fun
Conservation
"This is sw.:h a rich patch, it because, for
Service Office.
the first time,
makes one wander. A hun- the prairie
And,
eschewing
plants were
dred years ago there must
catalog prices
bigger than
have been a lot more
such as $450
the weeds,"
a pound for
Margo
says.
wildlife. No wonder people
coreopsis seed
And when
coulIllive off the !ami"
and $1,500 a
they started
pound for
m 1997, she
prairie bluehad no idea
eyed grass,
what the
kept collecting their own
flowers of some of the plants
seeds. 'Just by learning how
looked like. 'This summer I
to see, I saw them in bloom for the first
time: wild onions, meadow
parsnip, swamp milkweed.
There is something happening all the time."
"If you took a giant
jump, how many
plant species could
you jump over?'
Thats the measure
of a healthy pra.ne,
she says. It could
be 30 or 40. The
vanderhills' four-season-old prairie is getting there. Margo
parts the tall grasses
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off the land."
Maintenance is less on the
established pra.rie now, except
for the annual chore of burning, something Margo says
even the Indians did to pro
mote new, lusher growth,
probably to attract more game .
And, while the
Vanderhrlls didn't start out to
master the art of prairie
restoration, they are committed
now Margo and Rein have
helped a near neighbor establish a one-acre prairie, and
they continue to gather seeds
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VanderhilL He has been seen
increasing numbers of buuerflies ill recent years, along WIth
snapping turtles, frogs, mink,
wood ducks, great blue heron,
green lieron, turkey vulture,
golden eagle and even a cattle
egret. "This is such a rich
patch, it makes one wonder A
hundred years ago there must
have been a lot more wildlife
No wonder people could live

by hand, sending them off to
be propagated and returned to
Ime the ditches ill the northern
zone of Iowa.
This arlide originally appeared in the
Sept 9 Sioux Cny Journal and is llsed
with permcsion. Photos by Doug BUIZ
for the Classic.
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(Editor's Iwte: The following two artiLles about the mirade of
birth alld the challenges and joys of parenting arrived unsolicited
within days of each other. Enjoy)

AGift
Named
John
byGiMSmi~

A baby changes a persons life ... on July 12, 1999, when
our first baby was hom, our life was changed beyond whar we
ever imagined. "You have a boy," were the words said by the doctor How excited and blessed we Iehl
We named him John David, after both of his grandpas.
Hours later a nurse said the words, "We think he has Down syndrome." Wow, our hearts were crushed. We had so many questions, worries and thoughts that overtook our minds. We would
start questioning God, 'Why)" but we'd stop because we knew
deep down that this was H1s pian, He doesn't make mistakes and
He gave us this special gift
We also were told that a valve in his heart didn't close like its
supposed to when babies are first born. Still not grasping what it
all meant for our preC10USnew baby to have Down syndrome, we
had to deal with heart problems, too, not knowing then that
50 percent of babies born with Down syndrome have heart problems. It was completely overwhelming.
The days and weeks slowly passed by, with less and less crying and more inlonnatior, and knowledge gained about Down
syndrome, which led to peace and acceptance. It was a tough
first year ... the hardest thmg we have ever been through.

Now two years later, our Journey with our son naving Down
syndrome has taken us places we never thought we'd be, experiencing and learning treasured things. Yes, 1ts been tough with all
the therapy sessions, specialty doctor visits, health issues, extra
paperwork, worryng about his future and how people will treat
him, and so on. But the blessings far outweigh the tough times.
We feel so overwhelmed, not by the heartache we first felt when
he was born, but by the joy he has brought us.
As parents we are usually the teachers, but John has been
the teacher He has taught so many people---especially us-to
love unconditionally take one day at a time, have patience, not
take thmgs for granted, realize that life 1Sprwous and trust that
God does have a perfect pian I
We now have another son, Jared. It is 50 heartwanning to
see them interact WIth each other, already adoring each other Just
as John has taught us so much, he will teach Jared so much, especiallya compassion and kindness that can be taught only If you
have a sibling with special needs. They'll both learn a lot from
continued on page 27
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"Lord, be with Clnista and me during the labor and birth of our child.
I pray not necessarily for a Ilealthy Christa and a healthy baby, rather
I pray that as a resull of this child and the labor we go through to
meet him/her, we would clearly be able to glorify Your kingdom. I
thank You in advance for Your perfect plan for our family."

The Story
of Isaac

by Trent

Baatz

This is the prayer I prayed on June 24. God answers prayers
according to His will Heres the story of Isaac Jeffrey in a nutshell
Isaac was bam at 3:31 a.m. on June 30, 2001, after 42 hours
of labor (22 of them intense). He had Apgar scores of zero at
two, five and 10 minutes. Essentially there was no sign ofhfe in
him (bluish-gray in color, with no heartbeat, respiration, muscle
tone or grimace). We ened and watched Dr. Jeff Taber, a close
friend of ours and a brother in Chnst, and the team perform CPR
on our beautiful child five feet from where we were.
After 10 minutes (going on an
eternity), Christa and Ihad a conversation that 1 will never forgel.
He luld Apgar scores of She said to me, "Irenter, he's gomg
zero at two, five and 10 to die, isn't he)"
We then did something that
minutes. Essentially
we should have done nght away.
there was no sign of life we gave him to God. I verbalized
what we knew in our hearts we had
inhi»t
to do when I said, "He's God's child,
not ours. If God wants rum, He
may have hun."
Barely 20 seconds later, I heard Dr. Taber (who had been
praying over our son at the time) say, 'We've got a heartbeat!" I
saw his precious little loot move, and I knew that God had
breathed life back into His child. Our baby's heartbeat returned
at a healthy 122 beats per mmuie. Praise be to God!
I knew shortly thereafter what we were to name him. HIS
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first name was to be Isaac (see Cenesis 22:1-12), and his middle
name was to be jeffrey after Dr. Taber. Jeffrey means "Gods
Peace.' Jeffrey ISa reminder thac God uses His people to do HIS
work. We are eternally thankful to have had a Christian brother
breathing/praying for our child'
In Genesis 22:12, God speaks these words to Abraham, who
was willing to sacrifice his son Isaac in obedience to God: "Now I
know that you fear God because you have not withheld from me
your son, your only son."
Isaac was flown to Sioux Valley Hospital m Sioux Falls for
precautionary reasons. He spent mne days in the neonatal intensive care unit. Isaac was given test after test to check for any
damage to his body/brain. . he aced them alii He was discharged on July 9 with a clean bill of health.
"My God is a great BIG God who is full of power and
strength, love and mercy' Can't you see that there is nothmg
wrong with me)' If Isaac could have spoken, undoubtedly those
would have been his words!
God has a plan for Isaac, and we are ever grateful and
blessed to be placed in the role of parents for him. God answers
prayer according to His will, not ours. We are thankful for that'
Please pray that God would enable us as parents and that God
would use Isaacs life as a testimony to Him.
Praise be to God!
Trent '98 and Christa (l-1ibnw '98) Baatz livein MOlrntam Lnne, Mmn.
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A Servant's Heart
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indigent persons, and in
enablmg independent living.
The focus of this church is not
on OUT own growth, but on
ministering to OUT community"
Vander Aarde has served
on numerous boards and in
numerous volunteer capacities.
The list of organizauons he
selves currently includes the
Great Falls Interfaith
Association, the Great Falls
Counselors' Association, Bread
for the World and Amnesty
lntemational. He says he has a
particular passion for the
American Red Cross, whose
values are very compatible
with his congregation, and
organizations that serve in the
area of mental health.
Vander Aardes vol unteerism has earned him several
awards, including the Silver
Medallion from the Great Falls
Crisis and lnfonnation Center,
the Counselor of the Year
Award from the Great Falls

Counselors' Association, and
the Montana Volunteer of the
Year Award from the American
Red Cross.
When asked how he
encourages others to volunteer
and serve, Vander Aarde said
he believes the mmistry of
presence is most important,
and he related the story of a
conversauon with his financial
adviser's secretary: 'This was
shortly after the events of Sept.
I I. She was distraught and
fearful about that, and on top
of it her neighbors husband
had died suddenly She wanted to help but didn't know
where to begin.
"1 told her, 'Tracy, heres
what you do. Bake a plate of
cookies and bnng them to
your neighbor. You don't have
to say anythmg. If she cnes,
don't be afraid to Cly with her.'
The next time I saw her, 1
asked, 'DId you do it?' She
said, 'Yes.' 1 Said, 'Now keep it
up

A Gift NamedJohn continuedJmln page 25
each other'
Here's a little glimpse into [ohns life ... the valve in his
heart that didn't close at birth did close within 48 hours after he
was born. He does, though, have a hole in hIS hean. We are
praying for a miracle that it closes-otherwise he will have to
have heart surgery in a couple of years.
john, like any child with Down syndrome, is delayed developmentally and mentally He will accomplish everything "typical" children do, it will just be harder for him and will take him
a little longer. It's hard seeing other kids his age running and
Jumping while he is not even walking
yet. But we know he'll do it. We Just
keep working with him and encouraging
"The blessings
him. He works so hard in all hIS therapy sess.ons-i-physical occupational and far outweigh the
speech. He's a trouper 1
tough times."
He knows about 20 SIgn language
...
signs and about 10 verbal words. He
continues to amaze us! He captures
everyone's heart. He smiles, waves, says "hi," gives hugs and
kisses to everyone. He doesn't care what you look like, who you
are, what color your skin is. Its a true Christ-like characteristic
When john LS giggllng so hard as we play or folding hts hands to
pray or doing the hand matrons to one of his favonte songs like
'This Little Light of Mine," we think, "Hes Just a 'normal' little
kid who happens to have an extra chromosome"
Gina (M'~I'93) and Jason Smits '941lve in Colorado Spnngs.
See pictures ofJolin and other children and learn new information
abolit Down syndrome by visiting Ihe Colorado Springs Down
Syndrome Association website at wwwcs,~a.org

..

A Far Out Educator continued from page 7

ence technology teaching practices and making them aware
of the wealth of educational
materials available through
NASA. He also left GalvaHolstein in 1997 to become
the distance-learning consultam for Western Hills Area
Education Agency (AM) In
Sioux City
From january through
june 2001, Christensen was
asked by NASA to work in the
Astronaut Office at the
johnson Space Center to write

a plan for a project that would
culminate in educators and
students viceo-conferencing
with the crew stationed at the
lnternational Space Station.
The result, a 45-page manual
to equip educators for implementmg such a project, is distributed internationally by
NASA.
Curremly at the Western
Hills AM, Christensen has
several roles, all with a goal of
facrlnanng education that takes
students beyond their c1ass-

room walls. He is the coordinator of distance learning, the
director of the Iowa NASA
Regional Educator Resource
Center, and the state administrator for WoridComs Marco
Polo Project, which makes
expertly-written lesson plans
from places like The Kennedy
Center and the National
Geographic SOCietyavailable to
educators online.
Eager to venture beyond
the classroom, Christensen has
rubbed elbows with NASA

astronauts, team-taught with
educators across the Atlantic
and even canied on air-wave
conversation with crew members of the lnremauonal Space
Station. whats next? "l want
to develop serious and substantial collaboratrve projects
between Iowa educators and
teachers in other countries," he
said. "But-s-l've always stayed
open to whatever comes along.
And its been good so far."
Good. And far, far beyond.
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Deaths

Alumnicorner

George Dykstra '50 died Sept. 24 at a
Sioux City hospital. Beforegraduating [rom NVV]C, he sewed as a petty
officer in the Navy He married
Shirley Van Rockel in 1948. George
worked as an insurance adjuster for
Employers Mutual and was a 50-year
member of First Presbyterian Church
in Sioux City,serving as a deacon and
trustee. Among the survivors are his
wife, two sons, two daughters and a
sister.

Classic

the institutions alumni magazine as
one of 50 individuals who helped
shape the university's history. Dean of
the Graduate School and professor of
history emenms, Ver Steeg was recognized for being instrumental in the
development of a library built in
1970. He also headed a committee
that played vital roles in the transformation of the School of Business into
the Kellogg Graduate School of
Management and the transiuon of
Northwestern into a leading research
institution.

Homecoming 2001 has come and gone! It was
exiting to see alumni corne back and visit with each
other, enjoying Morning on the Green and other
Homecoming activities along with their families. The
weekend went smoothly and all the plannmg that had
been done for the last two months fell into place,
thanks to many helpful workers!
The Lord always is challenging me through many
Karen Woudstra
avenues,
and one day during chapel before
79
Homecoming,
God really hit me. Trygve Johnson,
Director of Alumni
our
chaplain,
used
a word picture that was perfect for Marilyn (Engeltjes '70) Larson died
and Parent
Aug. 23 at a Sioux City hospital. She
how
I
was
feeling
that
day The theme for the chapel
'65
Relations
married john Larson in 1949. She
was resting in Gods presence, I'm sure I'm not going
Dr, David Korver is in his 27th year
was employed with the 1/2 Price
of optometric practice. He and his
to explain it exactly as he did (so forgive me, Irygve), but this 15 what I
Store in Sioux City for over 20 years
wife.jan (Edwards), live in Sioux
remember and what I took with me [rom chapel: He described a living
She was later employed with
City. They have four children, three
room window that overlooked gorgeous mountains, blue skies and a
Ielequest in Sergeant BlufT. Her husof whom attended NWC, and eight
relaxmg lake. Instead of enjoymg the beauty of the day, a woman, while
band preceded her in death. Among
grandchildren
looking out her big window, noticed fingerprints and had to wipe them
her survivors are a son; two daughters: a sisterjudy Vlietstra '72; and a
off. Each day she kept noticing more and more fingerprints anel became
'81
brother,
Ira '75
obsessed with the task of erasing the fingerpmts. She quit taking the
Bob McLaughlin serves as web
time to look OUl and eojoy the big picture, the beauty
Gael provided
instructor in the math and computer
'42
for her each day
science department at Western Iowa
The Rev. Kenneth Dykstra retired in
Tech Community College in Sioux
I was at a point where I was so wrapped up in getting all the
1987
after
serving
five
churches
over
City. He is responsible for the webdetails of Homecoming taken care of, that I wasn't enjoying the big pica period of 41 years. Since retiremaster curriculum and teaching
ture of what Homecoming could be. I was having a hard time keeping
ment, he has served churches in
courses in web production, lnrernet
my head above water, trying to find Lime for all my horne/family comOskaloosa and Pella, Iowa, for more
design and Internet programming.
mitments plus work tasks. I had forgotten to rest, enjoy Gods presence
than seven years. He plans to retire
He previously worked as a corporate
and give it all to Him.
again at the end of December.
trainer and production manager [or
God was telling me to stop, spend time with Him and emoy this
Gateway. Earlier, he was an elemenIn honor of Northwestern University's
tary science instructor in the West
job with which He's blessed me. Putting God first freed me from much
sesquicentennial, Dr. Clarence Vcr
Monona Community Schools in
of the worry and stress I was having. I wish [ could say Homecoming
Steeg was listed in a special issue of
Onawa, He has a master's degree in
was suess-Iree, but I'm not a good liar! 11had some stresses, but they
were manageable due LaHis presence and help from so many willing
hands
My hope is that reading this column may help you refocus on the
importance of resting and enjoying Gods presence first, whatever job or
activity He gives you. It's neat to see how God keeps drawing us to
Himself through His Word, through others or through a word picture.
Hopefully many of you enjoyed all the festivities; I know I did'
Whether it was the road race, alumni golf outing, Morning on the
Green, brat/burger picnic, soccer or football game, Distinguished Alumni
Luncheon, dorm wing reunion, class reunions, inauguration celebration
with the dinner/dance or worship service, I pray that God was glorified
in all Northwestern's Homecoming activities, I hope many of you were
encouraged as you heard and saw how the Lord has worked in many of
your lives since leaving NWC Thanks so much [or coming back!
Reumon allendees Jromlhe ClQ5s oj 1961 included iflOnt row, leJllo light) Delara
Now the planning starts for next year. If you have any suggestions
(Koele) Carson, Sharon (Muys"ens '65) Vander SchanJ, Wayne Vandu Schaaf;
for Homecoming 2002, you can e-mail me at ka-enwe'nwoowa.edu or
(second lOW) Ardilh (Malis) De Jong, Gordon 811lXVoorl, Pat 8mxvo"1, Joanne
write. See you OCl. 4-5, 20021
(Boom)H011hoorn, Conrad Harlhoorn '69.
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two children, Alyson and Matthew.

Miniprofile

Gratefulness at
Ground Zero
by Duane Beeson
Processing death certificates m the aftermath
of the attacks on the World Trade Center,
Marliss (Doorenbos '69) De long said she was
overwhelmed by the reaction of New Yorkers to
her and other workers.
"We wore uniforms, and locals would stop
and ask what we were doing. They'd take our
hands, look us right in the eye and say, Thank
you.' One time a bus dropped us off at our hotel
after work and a young man stood there
applauding as we walked 01. There were very
few dry eyes."
For two weeks in late September and early
October, De jong worked m the Medical
Examiners Office as pan of the Disaster
Mortuary Operational Response Team (OMORI)
She prepared and proofread death certificates
based on affidavits filled out by victims' families
"1was surpnsed that sometimes the affidavits weren't [riled out correctly," said De long, who
works as regional director for Sen. Charles Grassley's Sioux City office. "Someone said, 'Yes,but
they're filled with tears.' Sometimes (the tears) were ours. It got very personal."
One mghtshe and her co-workers were escorted to Ground Zero, finding a dozen people at
the first checkpoint cheering and holding signs expressing gratefulness. "When we saw the devastation, not a word was spoken for 10 mmutes. We all stood there and Just looked," she recalled.
"Its indescribable. The pictures Just don't say the words, and there are no words. It's a sue I'll
never forger."
De long got involved with DMORT after volunteering for six days m the mortuary at the site
of the Flight 232 crash in Sioux City in 1989
technology-based learning from
Morningside College

'82
The Rev. Gary Hegstad, pastor of First
Reformed Church in Sanborn, Iowa,
was awarded the Doctor of Ministry
degree by Western Theological
Seminary at a special service at me
church in June. His wife,]ulie (Van
Hove), teaches sixth grade at the
Hanley-Melvin-Sanborn Middle
School

'83
Michelle Levignc has recently had her
third and fourth books released, The
Darh aile is the story of The Odyssey
from Penelope's point of view.
Spacer's Creed is the second book in a
science fiction series entitled
Sunsinger. More information can be
found at her website, http://members .aol .corvm iclworlcllibrary/welcome.hun!

'85
Kevin Brasser received Iowa's
Outstanding Biology Teacher Award at

the National Association of Biology
Teachers convention in Montreal in
November. He was nominated by his
fanner principal at South O'Brien High
School, Gary Niichel, and judged on
the basis of teaching ability, experience,
inventiveness, initiative, inherent
teaching strength and cooperativeness
in the school and community
Mike and Iami (Raak) Wessehnk
have moved to WonhinglOn, Minn.,
where he teaches high school math
and she is adult social service supervisor for Nobles County, They have

'88
Dr. Royal Huang is a senior scientific
programmer at Caliper Technologies
Corp. in the Silicon Valley He develops algorithms for biotechnology
research and development. He lives
in Palo Alto, Calif" with his wife,
Ruth, and their children, Sarah (6),
Joseph (4) and Hannah (7 months)

'90
Marsha (Koel) Meyer and her husband, Randy, live on an acreage near
Sioux Center with their daughter,
Emily. Marsha is a stay-at-home mom
after working 10 years in the registrar's office at NWC. She and Randy
raise registered Suffolk sheep.

'91
The Rev. Bob De Boer is an associate
pastor at liVing Springs Community
Church in Homewood, Ill. There, he
works with Dave lzenban '89 and
Jason Medina '98. Living Springs is
pannering with Bethany Community
Church in Lynwood to provide pastoral vision and leadership.
A photography exhibition by Yvonne
Meyer, entitled "Since Then," was displayed in Nonhwestems Ie Paske
Gallery in October. She described it
as "a retrospective covering a decade's
worth of work. The diverse images
were united by a personal vision that
commented with criticism, humor,
celebration and fascination." The
show included 700 unframed prints
attached directly 1O the walls in
columns and rows, with images
placed like words in a sentence to
evoke a more complex meaning.
Yvonne lives in Lincoln, Neb" where
she earned an M.FA. degree in photography at the University of
Nebraska.
Tim Snyder is in his first year as principal atthe West Lyon Elementary
School in Inwood, Iowa, He taught
fourth and fifth grades at West Lyon
for the past nine years and coached
high school baseball, basketball and
volleyball.
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Director of Church Relations
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Due to a retirement, Northwestern College invites applications for the position of director of church relations.
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Responsibilities: The director of church relations is
responsible for planning, organizing and implementing a
comprehensive church relations program. This meludes fostering relanonships of rmuual trust and ongomg communication between the college and the Reformed Church in
America, as well as other interested churches from which students come; securing financial, prayer and other support
from these churches; and coordinating the provision of campus services available [rom NWC to these congregatLons.
Add.tional responsibilities inelude major donor fund raismg
and other duties within the development of[ice.
Qualifications: Applicants must hold memoersh.p m
the Refonned Church in America and be capable of articulatmg a Reformed expression of evangelical Chris.ian faith in a
wide variety of settings. Applicants must have excellent written and oral communication skills; strong interpersonal and
organizational skills; experience in event planning; willingness to travel and work some weekends and evenings; budget management and computer proficiency skills; and creativity for seekmg new ways to strengthen the college/cliurch
relationship. The successful candidate must be a self-starter;
goal- and detail-oriented; and a team player who has a vision
for church relations. A good sense of humor also is needed'
Application Procedure: Submit letter of application,
resume, and the names, addresses and telephone numbers of
at least three references. Two references should be [rom previous supervisors; one or more should be character references. Applications should be sent to:
John H. Greller
Vice President for Development
Northwestern College
101 Seventh 51.5W
Orange City, lA 51041
Consideration of candidates will begin immediately and
continue until the position is filled. The successful candidate
will begm work in early June.
Norlhlvesler-n College complies with all federal and state regulations Jar nondiscrimination in employment. Women and millorities ere encouraged 10 apply.
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Graduates from the Class oj 1966 celebrating Ihei/· reunion at Homecoming were
lfront row, left La nght): Jim Kim, Shamo (Anh" '67) Kim, Edna (Moss) Masl,
David Masl; (second row) Clalmce Klygsheld

'93
Erin Christensen has completed her
M.Di\'. degree at Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary in Fort Worth,
Texas. She is a chaplain at Children's
Medical Center of Dallas.
Matt Lewis is in his sixth year at Clay
High School in Green Cove Springs,
Fla. He teaches American history
courses and is involved with the technology team. His softball team won
the Class 4A state championship last
spring, and he assisted the junior varsity football team to a 7-0 record this
fall, His wife, Kiersten (Langenburg
(95), is in her third year as an
accountant at PQH Architects in
jacksonville
Connie Miller recently transferred
with the Air National Guard from
Sioux City to the McGhee-Tyson Air
NaLional Guard Base in Knoxville,
Tenn. She is an Air Force non-commissioned officer academy instructor.
Abe Scheaffer completed his doctorale in nutritional physiology at North
Dakota State University and now is a
post-doctoral researcher at Colorado
State University, studying the interaction between maternal stress and fetal
growth. His wife, Amy (Verdoorn
'94), taught at Park Christian School
in Moorhead, Minn., the last six years.
Now a private tutor and substitute

teacher, she is seeking God's direction
in further developing her music ministry. The Scheaffcrs live in Fort
Collins.

'94
Scott Yoder is a mongage loan officer
with Bank of America in Mason City.
His wife, Cindy (De Boer), is a stayat-home mom

'95
Tim Blankers is a doctor of podiatric
medicine, His wife, Beth, is in law
school at the University of Minnesota
Nathan De Hoogh is the technology
coordinator for the Sioux Center
Community School District, His wife,
Shanna (Weinert (96), is a stay-athome mom for their two boys
After working in Northwestern's
admissions office for six years, Lori
McDonald left this spring lO work at
Interstates Electric and Engineering in
Sioux Center. She says she's enjoying
the change-and not having to make
the huge commute from Sioux Center
to Orange City everyday-c-but misses
NWC

'96
Tessa (Marcus) Erickson lives neal
Renville, Mnn. She is an L.PN, and
plans to continue schooling to
become an R.N.
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In search of all Northwestem
College alumni
Have you ever tried to get m touch with an old classmate,
only to find that the last alumni directory is five years old?
Well, your troubles are over Soon an impressive directory of
our alumni WJlIbe available to help you locate all your friends
The new Nonhwestem College Alumm Directory scheduled for release in the fall of 2002, will be the most up-to-date
and complete reference of over 9,900 Nonhwestem alumni ever
compiled: This comprehensive volume will include current
name, address and phone number, academic data, plus business
information, bound into a classic, library-qualiry edition.
The alumni office has contracted the prestigious Bernard
C Hanis Publishing Company Inc to produce our directory
Harris will soon begin researching and compiling the inlorrnatior: to be printed in the directory by mailing a questionnaire to
each alumnus/a. (If you prefer not to be listed m the directory,
please contact the alumni office in writing as soon as possible.)
The new Northwestern College Alumni Directory will
soon make findmg alumni as easy as opening a book. Look
for more details on the project m future Issues.

'97

education
husband,
as senior
Church.
Auburn,

at SUNY-Conland. Her
Derek, is in his second year
pastor et Owasco Reformed
The Vande Slums live in
N,Y

'98
Ryan Agre received his M,B.A. in
finance from the University of
Minnesota in October. He transferred
from a public accounting firm in
Eden Prairie, Minn., to Pella
CorporaLion in Pella, Iowa, as an
internal auditor. His wife, Marcy
(Vas), resigned as the conference
coordinator at the Evangelical Free
Church of America headquarters to
become a stay-at-home mom The
Agres now live in Pella
Trent Baatz teaches fourth and fifth
grades at Mountain Lake, Minn.,
Christian School. His wife, Christa
(Hibma), is working as a pan-time
teacher and caring for their infant
son, Isaac Jeffrey.
Heather (Vermaat) Beekhuizen now is
the assistant director of annual giving
at Creighton University in Omaha

Karla (Ploeger) Geyer now works as
the board secretary/business manager
for the Coming, Iowa, Community
School District.

Jackie (Hueser) Budden lives in
Newton, Iowa, where she teaches K-6
resource and her husband, Chad,
teaches sixth grade.

Tracy lindskoog-Van Zyl is the development program coordinator for the
American College of Surgeons in
Chicago.

Joy Hanson earned a Master of Social
work degree from 111eUniversity of
Denver. She worked in adoption
services for three years and now is a
social worker in Denver's public
school system.

Rik Dahl now is the district director
of learning servitxs for the school system in Limon, Colo., alter teaching
there for four years, He coordinates
all grants and oversees teachers' professional development. He continues
as head wrestling coach, having taken
20 wrestlers lO the state tournamenl
50 far. Rik was nominated for the
Disney Teacher of the Year Award last
year.

Zac Nesper has begun his M.RA
studies at Stanford University. His

Rebecca (Trost) Meyer and her husband, Mike, live north of Marcus,
Iowa, wah their son, Callan 0).
Becky is in her stxth year of teaching
insuurnenral music to grades 6-12 for
the River Valley School District.
Carrie (Dean) Renken has moved
from Seattle to the Twin Cities, where
she works in senior services for a
nonprofit social service agency. She
and her husband, Scan, live in SI.
Paul.

Brad Schelling and his wife. Erika,
recently moved to Sioux Falls from
Oak Harbor, wash. where they lived
for three years. Brad is the youth pasLor at first Reformed Church, and
Erika stays at home with their son,
JOSiah (1).
Tina (jackson) Vande Slunt is a fulllime graduate student in elementary

wife, Ellen (Stcrup '99), teaches high
school English in Fremont, Calif.
Leah (Evans) Schmidt is the program
coordinator for the Learning for Life
Program (Parents as Teachers) in
Harlan, Iowa, She is based out of the
Home and Public Health/Hospice
Office at Mynue Memorial Hospital.
Leah also is the hospice social worker
for the department, and she serves as
the VVlC (Women, Infants and
Children) social worker during child
health clinics. Her husband, Paul, is
a concrete foreman for Todson
Consnucnon of Manilla Their
daughter, Clara, is 2.
Juanita (Nyhnis) Slegltng teaches fifth
grade at Beaver Valley Elementary in
BlUSh, Colo.
Melissa Virtue graduated recently
from the Alaska State Trooper
Academy in Sitka, She works as a
police officer in Bethel, Alaska, where
she lives with her dog, Tryg

'99
Erica (Willer) Groen is a customer
services trainer at Wells Fargo Student
Loans, Her husband, Mike '00, is a
teacher in the George-Little Rock
school system.
Tim Harskamp is in his second year at
Clarinda, Iowa, Middle School. He
teaches seventh and eighth grade sci-

I
Attending Ihe Class oj 1971 reunlOll were ifmlll mw, leJI to nght).· Clare Van 0",
Bannie (Mollw '/0) De jong, Mane Pat"ik, Roy Patelik, ja (Gcwlswyk) DorllOul,
(second lOW) Harlan Van DCI, ROil De jang, Les Nordgaard, Barb iPennlllgJ
DOllkersloot, Bob Donkers/ool '72, Gmy Dorhoul '/4
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lives in Sioux Center. She works at
Cooperative Credit Company, and her
husband, Gary, is employed at Pella
Windows.

'01
Nick Carlson lives in Denver, where
he works as a business manager for
Kiewit Western Co.
Julie Frantz lives in Des Moines,
where she works with individuals and
children with autism.
I

Justin Grimm is pursuing the M.Div.
degree at Luther Seminary in SL. Paul,
Minn. He also is restaurant manager
at Champps Americana in
Maplewood

Celebrating their 25/h relmion were Class of .1976 members ifmnt ID\\; reft to
nght): (lilt Weerhwn, Gail Lacey, MIme! (Dykstra '74) Laveall, (h"yl
(Hietb,ink '75) Scholten, Lynne (underink) Hubers; (lewnd lOW) Doug Lacey,
Dmid wveall, Rabert Scholten, ]olm Hubers.
enee and coaches eighth grade football, ninth grade boys' basketball and
middle school girls' track
Matt Trost is an actuary for Buck
Consultams in Denver
Christie (Rydell) Vas is finishing her
graduate degree in library and information science at the University of
Iowa Her husband, Joel, is finishing
his law degree They'll both graduate
in May:

'00
Joshua Pederwisch leaches seventh
grade science at Canyon Hills Junior
High School in Chino Hills, Calif.

Abby Stevens leaches Junior high and
high school conversational English in
Tokyo, japan

lisa Kooima is the behavioral program facilitator at Edison Middle
School in Sioux Falls, S,D
Dawn Pulscher is living in Abilene,
Texas, where she is pursuing a masters degree in communication at
Abilene Christian University.
Kimberly (Dolieslager) Zeutenhorst

Christina Groen lives in Harlan, Iowa,
where she is the naturalist for Shelby
and Audubon counues

New Arrivals
jim and Carol (Postma '79) Bydlon,
daughter, Grace Abigail
Doug and Usa (Boonstra '83) Burg,
daughter, Tessa Mae, joins Maria
(13) and Isaac (12).

Alumni· What's New with You?
LeI us know so we can tell your friends and classmates. Send to: Office of Public Relations,
Northwestern College, 101 7th SI. S\V, Orange City, lA 51041. Or e-mail it to
beeson®nwciowa.edu; fax number is 712-707-7117. Deadline for the Spring Northwestern
News is Jan. ll

Name
Address

_
_

Home Phone
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Lori and Dennis Heemstra '85,
daughter, jillian Faye, joins
Nathan (8) and jenna (S)
Jody (Miller (85) and Stuan Sanders
'86, son, jacob Grant, joins jordan
(7)
Kevin and Renee (Ligtenberg (87)
Eggebraaten, adopted daughter,
Sara jean.
James and Marcia (Berndt (87)
Schultz, son, Micah Philip, joins
Allison (9), Evan (7), Seth (4) and
Luke (I)
Patricia (Gelling '89) and Kenneth
Hayes '92, son, Nathanael
Christopher, joins Corrie (2).
Jerry and Melanie (De Boer '89) Van
Grouw, twins, Andrew Jay and
julianna Kaye.
Sean and Kristyn (Vander Werff '90)
Howe, daughter, julialean, joins
jessica, Michael and Aaron.
Deb and Steve VanOtterloo '90, son,
Kevin Michael, joins Nicole (6)
and Jessica (4).
Greg and Janell (Hulstein (91)
Pennings, adopted son, Parker jay.
Steve and Deb (Falkena '90 Russell,
daughter, Amanda Grace, joins
Nathan (5) and Anna (l )
Amy (Schmidt '93) and Rik Dahl '97,
daughter, Abigail Katharine, joins
Elijah (5), Joshua (3) and
Maubew (2).
Robin (Bajema '93) and Steve
Korthuis '93, son, Levi jess, joins
jenah (4) and Kelton (2)
Dawn (Bruins '93) and josh
Martinsen '96, daughter, Crace
Marie.
Cindy (De Boer '94) and Scott Yoder
'94, daughter, Christa Anne,joins
julia (2)
Lisa and Todd Derr '95, daughter,
RoY)' Elisabeth
Stacey (To'NJ1. (95) and Kurt Erickson
'92, daughter, Whitney Michelle,
joins Wyatt Earl (4).
Shelly (Day '95) and Kyle Lewis '95,
triplets, Jacob Matthew, joshua
Joseph and Anna Sophia.
Lori (Vander Pol '95) and jerry Rcns
'94, son, Henry Benjamin.joins
Grace (3)
Shanna (wetnert '96) and Nathan De
Hoogh '95, son, Tyler james, joins
Bryant (2).
Slim and janna (Klyn '96) Bouwkamp,
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Planned givingnotes

Opportunity

Members oj the Class oj 1981 who gathered Jar the "union at Homecoming included ifmnt rmy, left to nght): George Ranhin, Martha (De Zwarte) Rankin, Les
Sybesma, Lila (EllIOtt) Sybesma, Mary (Kmse) Lundgren, Bryarr Den Hartog; (second row) Kelly Kl1lger, Cyndl (Martens) Nyhamp, Marty Gutilimiler '82, Tami
(Rawenhorst) Guthmiller, Maria deVries, Carolyn (Penning) Edgar; (third lOW)
Dave Van Wyh, Lyle Lundgrell, Ann (ScI"tt') Finhn,,; Marh Bloemendaal, Marlys
(De Groot) Freese.
daughter, Hannah Elizabeth

Heidi (Hcllinga (98) and Kent Douma
'96, son, Keegan Kent.
Lance and Tessa (Marcus '96) Erickson,
son, Gram.

Erica (Bloom '96) and Ryan Haack
'96, son, Samuel Douglas
Uri and Melissa (Lovegren '96)
Tamminga, daughter, Tryst
Christiana.
Mike and Barb (Zoet '96) Van £5,
daughter, Mikaylajoy

Chad and jackie (Hueser '97) Budden,
son, Grant Michael.

Sarah (Popkes '97) and Hans
Wagenaar '98, son, Matthew
David.
Marcy (Vas '98) and Ryan Agre '98,
son, Bryant Daniel.
Sarah (Ubben '98) and Greg Hofland
'97, daughter, Makayla Nale.joins
Evan (3).
Mark and Angela (Anderson (98)

Humphreys, son, Zachary David

Attendmg the Gass oj 1986 reunlOll were ifmnt row, leJt to nght) Lo~ (Schutte)
Glover, Lollle! Anema, D,alle (Ellnte) Vander Ploeg, Nancy (Nelson) Hughes,
Vonda (Elgersma '88) Post, Paula (Dykstra) Falhers; (second row) StllOrt Sandm,
Bmd Olsoll, Dave Huglres, Steve Post

Far too oflen donors think of contributions
in terms of obligations or "doing what is right."
[ believe that the donors who get the most satisfaction from their gifting are those who view
their contributions as cllering opportunities to
Comie Wmsinh 73
our students.
Di,."tor· oj Plonned
Gifts to the Northwestern Fund provide
Giving
support for our operating budget and in effect
reduce the tuition COStfor each student who attends Northwestern
College
Gifts to our capital projects help pay for facilities that are essential for a host of functions, not the least of which are state-of-the-art
classrooms and laboratories and up-to-date facilities for our many students who are involved in extra-curricular activities.
Although 1 fully realize the importance of the previously mentioned gifting venues, I am convinced that the maximum "opportunity" lies wi.h those girlS that provide funding for scholarships. These
scholarships are ofLen designed for students with either fmancial need
or above average ability in both the classroom and extra-curricular
acnv.ncs.
During this past year we received several significant gifts designated for endowing scholarships. The largest gift that the college has
ever received has in large pan been designated La endow our most
prestigious academic scholarship program, the Norman Vincent
Peale Scholarships (see page 3). These scholarships enable us to
recruit the best of each years graduating lngh school seniors.
The second largest estate gift in our history was designated to
endow scholarships for students involved in Christian service. This is
a program at the heart of what NWC is all about
We received ye: another large estate gift that was designated for
much needed endowed scholarships in our music department. This
was truly an answer to prayer, as the music depanmeru faculty has
been slriving to establish such a scholarship program for many years.
We are now able to provide endowed scholarships in every area of our
music curriculum.
The reahzation of the opportunities provided hits home when
one meets the scholarship recipients. How many of these students
who are involved in campus ministries and being prepared for their
lites calling would be attending Northwestern if these scholarships
were not available? Perhaps the most significant aspect of thetr having
received these scholarships is the genuine grautude of the students.
Almost without exception, these students realize the scope of the
opportunities afforded by this scholarship support. It is both a humble
and exhilarating experience for the students,
If you are interested in providing opportunities for NWC siudents, please contact me. I can be reached at 712-707-7109 or
cwassink@nwciowa.edu. My mailing address is: Northwestern
College, 101 Seventh S, SW, Orange City, IA 51041.
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Gala Auction Alert!

o
c:

February 16 is the dale
Where you also can raise your plate!
Bid your number in the air
And show the studems that you care.

CIl
CIl
Cll

(,,)

Alumni and friends come near and far
To support NW wherever they are.
Help some students with the cost of school,
Your scholarship money is such a tool'

Reunion attendees from the CI,m of 1991 included (Ironl !"ow,left to right): Bnan
Van Meeteren,jill (Young) Van Meeleren, Kelly Bass, Kaoru Hatton, Valeiie Van
Homen, janell (Hulstein) Pennings, Patti (Kaainga) Dc Haan, Blenl De Haan;
(second !"Ow)jeffrey COimet; Stacy (Rober~) ConnC1;Aman Conner, Bob De Boer,
JanICe (Van De Simet) Scholten, Melissa Mau, MlSheile (iVwpll) Levi, CllI1stopher
Levi; (third row) Richard Bolt, Susanne (Caines) Boll, Susan De Prenger; Martin
Muli, Victona Makibuuka, Gml Dison, Carne Rubenking, Anne (Slagtet) Groen;
ifourth row) Michael Ploeger '92, Fay Gansma) Ploeger, Yvonne Meyer; Elizabeth
(Fiscus) Smith, Krista (!lowers) Sharpe, Bruce johnson, Leah (Dc Haan) johnson,
jena (Dukes) Huizinga, RICk Huizinga,

Kelli and Rico Moss '98, son, Preston
Mitehe1l,joins Parker (I).
Mick and Iami (Kunkel (99) Langel,
daughter, Katelyn Mary, joins Alec
(2)

Jason and Kathleen (Mclane
Riggs, daughter, Adaiah
joins Jacob (2),
Andrea (Hofmeyer '01) and
'99, son, Daniel Upham
Ane! (4),

'99)
Makhijah,
Dan Smith
IV,joins

Marriages
Nathan de Vries '93 and Amy Moll,
Hawarden
Tim Blankets '95 and Beth Vander
Lee, Maple Grove, Minn.
Jesus Camet '96 and Krista Van Gorp
'97, Hialeah, Fla.
Matthew Bloom '97 and Catherine
Vermeer '97, Indianola, Iowa.
Robbin Eppinga '97 and Sara
Annstrong '98, Iowa City
Tracy Lindskoog '98 and Patrick Van
Zyl, Cbicago.
Juanita Nyhuis '98 and Kyle Siegling,
Brush, Colo
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Michellcjongeling '99 and [ona Leo
'99, Sioux Fans.
Christie Rydell '99 and joel Vos, Iowa
City.
Laura Schoolen '99 and Michael Van
Der Linden, Leota, Minn
Erica Willer '99 and Michael Groen
'00, Rock Rapids.
Carol Darby '00 and Ryan Williams,
iowa City
Angie Grosvenor '00 and Adam
Collins '99, Kansas City, Mo.
Brett Keepers '0 I and Maria
westcnherg '01, Campbell, Calif.

Let me know if you want LO donate
Call me now, please don't wait!
Then come and bid, yes, raise your plate!
Show up for our Gala Auction date!
EVERYONE WELCOME'
(Call in to register for child care)
Last year we raised $30,000 that went
to 29 student scholarships! Thank you
for your suppon in the past!
Saturday, Feb. 16, 2002
Silent bidding begins at 6 p.rn.
Audible bidding at 7 p m
Call now to donate items at
1-800-588-6692 or
e-mail Karen at karenweuwciowa.edu
Books available Feb. 8!
wwwnwriowa.edu/alumni/gala.asp

The couples reside ill the dly lis/.ed.

Greller recovering
john Greller, vice president for
development, underwent a pancreas
and kidney transplant

on Nov. 10 in

Minneapolis. He is doing well, but
please keep him in your prayers
Cards may be senl la him aL
409 7tb St. N\I>C Orange City, IA 51041.

GI·aduates from Ihe Cla.1Sof 1996 celebmnng then rCllnion were ifronl row, lefllo
light) Midon (OllOwa) Atoka, Euguya Ataka, TsulDrnu Max Ataha, Makoto
juslin AtallO, 0011 Blonds, MIChelle (Maassen) Brands, Xavier Blachwell,]oy (Ter
Louw) Blackwell, Potlich Blackwell '98, Lod Gensen) Pasvar; (secolld row) Keni
Young, Brellt Yorlllg, Melissa Glegory,jill ElichsOIl, Tobias Posvar; (third row) Clem
Messerh, Rene' (Ramaker) Messerli, Danelle Adams, Tammy Bouwman; ifourth
row) Bnltany TYrrell, Adllm JYrrell, Sieve Vall Gorp, Bnon Gle/fer:
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Dream Rea ize
by Dr. Lars Granberg, president from 1966-1975
The invitation came like the proverbial bolt from the blue-a
letter inviting me to come to Orange City, Iowa, to discuss the
possibility of assuming the presidency of Northwestern College. I
was happy at Hope College. I did not know much about
Northwestern, but I'd learned always to consider the possibility of
the Lord's hand in such situations, so I agreed to come.
I was surpnsed first with the quality of the board members
and their obvious devotion to the college, then the faculty members and students. Clearly they all were people it would be good
to work with. BUT, the focus of the college seemed still to be
mainly on teacher education, not at all anything for which I had
competency or particular interest. My comment to the board was
this: "If you want to continue that focus, I am the wrong person.
But if your primary interest IS to become an accredited college of
liberal arts, I could be interested." A trustee emphatically
responded, ''We've been waiting for someone to say that" A few
days later I wrote to accept their invitation.
So what do we do, and m what order? We needed a basis
for the colleges sense of direction. Northwestern faculty and
administrators needed to spell out its liberal arts-centered philosophy of education as the basis for its curncular requimnents for
graduation. A committee was established with Professor George
De Vries of the history department as chairrnan It was some
undertakingl The process took us three years to complete, but
that provided time for the dubious to evaluate it in progress and
raise questions. In the end, 72 percent of the faculty voted its
acceptance. Necessary curriculum) It took another two years to
hammer that one out. Again, it was well received.
Another concern: Of the 38 faculty, only four had earned
doctorates. A number of them had credits beyond the master's
degree, but lean salaries and lack of a policy of pard leaves mibtated against degree completion. This was rectified through provisions largely by local trustees and their friends. After that, a number of the existing faculty completed their doctorates.
Northwestern was awarded its accredirarion by the North
Central Association. This enabled us to hire more faculty with
completed doctorates. Among them was a new Ph.D., Bruce
Murphy, who joined the history department and soon made his
presence felt through serving as coordinator of what has been
described as "a high-powered, multidisciplinary" course called
Western Man, which was team-taught by the departments of his-

tory, Enghsh and philosophy and focused ultimately on the integration of Christian faith and leaming
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Presidents Granberg and Mwpl1y talk before the October inauguration ceremony.

Recently when Dr. James Bultman returned to Hope College
as its president after 14 extraordinary years as Northwestems
president, I, like everyone interested in Northwesterns well-being,
was anxious about his successor. When the word came that Dr.
Bruce Murphy had been contacted and that he would come to
Orange City to discuss possibilities, I was happy and hopeful.
When it was announced he had accepted tlte trustees' invitation
to become Northwestern's eighth president, I was more than
dehghted. When the Murphys left NWC m1978, their academic
contnbutions were sorely missed-their personal quahties even
more so. In my judgment and that of former faculty colleagues
and alumru, the return of the Murphys is exactly what
Northwestern needs.
Then receiving an invitation to participate in the service of
inauguration raised my ar.ticipation. The inauguration service
was bea.niful and most movingl What came through was
Northwestems commumcnt to faith and learning. The spiritual
impact of the service certainly affected Carol and I and everyone I
talked with afterward. It underscored the vision and hopes we
had for NWC in the late '60s and early '70s. These hopes have
most certainly become a reahty Northwestern has grown not
only in Size, but in academic quahty and spiritual depth. Its a
privilege to have shared a part in this.
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Northwestern College
10I Seventh St. SW
Orange City, ]A 51041
Ph. 712.707.7000 (switchboard)

Non-Profit
U.S Postage

wwwnwciowa.edu
Change Service Requested

111anks for answering the call!
I'm Lindsey Buche, a Junior exercise science major With a concentration in pre-occupational therapy from
O'Neill, Neb. The spiritual atmosphere and the warmth ol students on campus are two things thai really
attracted me to NWC.
Ive been challenged at Northwestern in a variety ofways. Academically,Northwestern has hlgh standards,
Iorcing me to giv~my studies my complete attention. Spmtually I've been challenged to keep a vibrant
Christian walk when it~ easy to iall mto a mediocre spiritual life.
The small college environment has allowed me to become involved in several campus activities. I participate
in the track program and the Physical Education Club, serve as a campus ambassador Ior prospective students, attend a small group Biblesiudy. am a student caller for the Northwestern Fund Phonathon, and I
went on a spring service project last year. God has truly blessed me at Northwestern.
Your gifts to the Northwestern Fund help students like me. Without your support for the Northwestern
Fund, other students would not have the same opportunities that I've had. Thank you for answering the caJll
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